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Inventory Management 

What is “inventory”What is “inventory”  

•• InventoryInventory  refersrefers  toto  thethe  itemsitems  inin  
stockstock  thatthat  willwill  bebe  usedused  toto  satisfysatisfy  
somesome  futurefuture  demanddemand..      

•• YourYour  inventoryinventory  refersrefers  toto  thethe  itemsitems  
forfor  whichwhich  youyou  havehave  putput  youryour  moneymoney  
inin  butbut  havehave  notnot  gotgot  thethe  moneymoney  
backback..  

  

Importance of “inventory”Importance of “inventory”  

 One of the most expensive assets One of the most expensive assets 
of many companies representing as of many companies representing as 
much as much as 50% of total invested 50% of total invested 
capitalcapital  

 Operations managers must balance Operations managers must balance 
inventory investment inventory investment and and customer customer 
serviceservice  

Types of InventoryTypes of Inventory  
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Types of InventoryTypes of Inventory  

 Raw materialRaw material  

 Purchased but not processedPurchased but not processed  

 WorkWork--inin--processprocess  

 Undergone some change but not completedUndergone some change but not completed  

 A function of cycle time for a productA function of cycle time for a product  

 Maintenance/repair/operating (MRO)Maintenance/repair/operating (MRO)  

 Necessary to keep machinery and processes Necessary to keep machinery and processes 
productiveproductive  

 Finished goodsFinished goods  

 Completed product awaiting shipmentCompleted product awaiting shipment  

Types of inventory costTypes of inventory cost  

 Holding costs Holding costs --  the costs of holding or the costs of holding or 
“carrying” inventory over time“carrying” inventory over time  

 Ordering costsOrdering costs  --  the costs of placing the costs of placing 
an order and receiving goods an order and receiving goods   

        oror  

 Setup costs Setup costs --  cost to prepare a cost to prepare a 
machine or process for manufacturing machine or process for manufacturing 
an orderan order  

 Shortage costShortage cost  

Holding CostsHolding Costs  

••Housing costs Housing costs (including rent or depreciation, (including rent or depreciation, 

operating costs, taxes, insurance)operating costs, taxes, insurance)  

  

••Material handling costMaterial handling costs (equipment lease or s (equipment lease or 

depreciation, power, operating cost)depreciation, power, operating cost)  

  

••Labor costLabor cost  

  

••Investment costs Investment costs (borrowing costs, taxes, and (borrowing costs, taxes, and 

insurance on inventory)insurance on inventory)  

  

••Pilferage, space, and obsolescencePilferage, space, and obsolescence  

  

Ordering CostOrdering Cost  

•• Includes:Includes:  

––Shipping and handling cost,Shipping and handling cost,  

––Cost of processing orders, such as Cost of processing orders, such as 
forms, papers, labor.forms, papers, labor.  

•• Typically, this Typically, this cost does not cost does not 
change with number of units change with number of units in an in an 
order.order.  
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Shortage CostShortage Cost  

•• Includes:Includes:  

––Lost sale, Lost sale,   

––Expediting and back ordering Expediting and back ordering 
expenses,expenses,  

––Cost of reputation and goodwillCost of reputation and goodwill  

  

What is “Independent Demand”What is “Independent Demand”  

•• If demand is not fully predictable, then If demand is not fully predictable, then 
it is calledit is called  independent demandindependent demand. .   

  Examples: customer demand, demand for Examples: customer demand, demand for 
repair and maintenance, demand for repair and maintenance, demand for 
production varying with the market, … production varying with the market, …   

•• Number of components required in a Number of components required in a 
product is called product is called dependent demanddependent demand.  .    

  Example: four tires for a car, or 400 tires Example: four tires for a car, or 400 tires 
required for producing 100 cars.required for producing 100 cars.  

Functions of InventoryFunctions of Inventory  

•• As a cushion / buffer.As a cushion / buffer.  

–– To absorb uncertainties of demand and To absorb uncertainties of demand and 
suppliers,suppliers,  

–– To maintain smooth operations.To maintain smooth operations.  

•• Exploit the economies of scaleExploit the economies of scale  

•• Manage variation in price changeManage variation in price change  

  

Bad Side of Inventory Bad Side of Inventory   

•• Inventory is Inventory is moneymoney  that is put that is put 
away.away.  

•• Inventory Inventory costs money costs money to hold.to hold.  

•• Inventory Inventory does not add value does not add value to to 
product.product.  

•• Inventory Inventory risksrisks  shrinkage due to shrinkage due to 
pilferage, obsolescence and pilferage, obsolescence and 
deterioration.deterioration.  
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More or Less Inventory?More or Less Inventory?  

•• Higher inventory is good to avoid Higher inventory is good to avoid 
stockout and to absorb uncertainties, but stockout and to absorb uncertainties, but 
is bad in high cost of inventory.is bad in high cost of inventory.  

oror  

•• Lower inventory is good in saving Lower inventory is good in saving 
money, but is bad in increased risk of money, but is bad in increased risk of 
stockout, customer dissatisfaction, and stockout, customer dissatisfaction, and 
process interruption.process interruption.    

Inventory Management Inventory Management 
QuestionsQuestions  

•• What should be the What should be the order quantity order quantity 
(Q)?(Q)?  

•• WhenWhen  should an order be placed, should an order be placed, 
called a reorder point (ROP)?called a reorder point (ROP)?  

•• How much How much safety stock safety stock (SS) should (SS) should 
be maintained?be maintained?  

Need to determine when and how Need to determine when and how 
much to ordermuch to order  

Inventory ModelsInventory Models  

•• Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)  

•• Special Inventory Models Special Inventory Models   

    Production order quantity modelProduction order quantity model  
  Planned Shortages Planned Shortages   

    With Quantity DiscountsWith Quantity Discounts  
    

•• Demand Uncertainty Demand Uncertainty --  Safety StocksSafety Stocks  

•• Inventory Control SystemsInventory Control Systems  
  ContinuousContinuous--Review (Q, r)Review (Q, r)  
  PeriodicPeriodic--Review (orderReview (order--upup--to)to)  

•• Single Period Inventory Model Single Period Inventory Model   

Basic EOQ ModelBasic EOQ Model  

1.1. DemandDemand  is known, constant, and is known, constant, and 
independentindependent  

2.2. Lead time Lead time is known and constantis known and constant  

3.3. ReceiptReceipt  of inventory is instantaneous and of inventory is instantaneous and 
completecomplete  

4.4. Quantity Quantity discountsdiscounts  are not possibleare not possible  

5.5. Only variable costs are Only variable costs are setup and holdingsetup and holding  

6.6. StockoutsStockouts  can be completely avoidedcan be completely avoided  

Important assumptionsImportant assumptions  
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Inventory Usage Over TimeInventory Usage Over Time  

Order Order 
quantity = Q quantity = Q 
(maximum (maximum 
inventory inventory 

level)level)  
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Usage rateUsage rate  Average Average 
inventory inventory 
on handon hand  

QQ  

22  

Minimum Minimum 
inventoryinventory  

Minimizing CostsMinimizing Costs  

Objective is to minimize total costsObjective is to minimize total costs  
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Order quantityOrder quantity  

Curve for total Curve for total 
cost of holding cost of holding 

and setupand setup  

Holding cost Holding cost 
curvecurve  

Setup (or order) Setup (or order) 
cost curvecost curve  

Minimum Minimum 
total costtotal cost  

Optimal Optimal 
order order 

quantityquantity  

The EOQ ModelThe EOQ Model  

  QQ  = Number of pieces per order= Number of pieces per order  

  Q*Q*  = Optimal number of pieces per order (EOQ)= Optimal number of pieces per order (EOQ)  

  DD  = Annual demand in units for the Inventory item= Annual demand in units for the Inventory item  

  CCoo  = Setup or ordering cost for each order= Setup or ordering cost for each order  

  CChh  = Holding or carrying cost per unit per year= Holding or carrying cost per unit per year  

Annual setup cost Annual setup cost ==  ((Number of orders placed per yearNumber of orders placed per year) )   

  x (x (Setup or order cost per orderSetup or order cost per order))  

Annual demandAnnual demand  

Number of units in each orderNumber of units in each order  
Setup or order Setup or order 

cost per ordercost per order  
==  

=         (=         (CCoo))  
DD  

QQ  

Annual setup cost = CCoo 
D 

Q 
The EOQ ModelThe EOQ Model  

  QQ  = Number of pieces per order= Number of pieces per order  

  Q*Q*  = Optimal number of pieces per order (EOQ)= Optimal number of pieces per order (EOQ)  

  DD  = Annual demand in units for the Inventory item= Annual demand in units for the Inventory item  

  CCo o   = Setup or ordering cost for each order= Setup or ordering cost for each order  

  CCh h   = Holding or carrying cost per unit per year= Holding or carrying cost per unit per year  

Annual holding cost Annual holding cost ==  ((Average inventory levelAverage inventory level) )   

  x (x (Holding cost per unit per yearHolding cost per unit per year))  

Order quantityOrder quantity  

22  
=                                (=                                (Holding cost per unit per yearHolding cost per unit per year))  

=         (=         (CChh))  
QQ  

22  

Annual setup cost = CCoo 
D 

Q 

Annual holding cost = CChh 
Q 

2 
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The EOQ ModelThe EOQ Model  

  QQ  = Number of pieces per order= Number of pieces per order  

  Q*Q*  = Optimal number of pieces per order (EOQ)= Optimal number of pieces per order (EOQ)  

  DD  = Annual demand in units for the Inventory item= Annual demand in units for the Inventory item  

  CCo o   = Setup or ordering cost for each order= Setup or ordering cost for each order  

  CCh h   = Holding or carrying cost per unit per year= Holding or carrying cost per unit per year  

Optimal order quantity is found when annual setup cost Optimal order quantity is found when annual setup cost 
equals annual holding costequals annual holding cost  

Annual setup cost = CCo o  
D 

Q 

Annual holding cost = CChh 
Q 

2 

DD  

QQ  
            CCoo        =            =            CCh h   

QQ  

22  

Solving for Q*Solving for Q*  
22D CD Coo  = Q= Q22  CChh  

QQ22  = = 22D CD Co o / C/ Chh  

Q* =     Q* =     22D CD Co o / C/ Chh  

An EOQ ExampleAn EOQ Example  

Determine optimal number of DVDs to orderDetermine optimal number of DVDs to order  

D D = 1,000= 1,000  unitsunits  

CCoo  = Rs. 10= Rs. 10  per orderper order  

CChh  = Rs. 0.50= Rs. 0.50  per unit per yearper unit per year  

Q* =Q* =  
22D CD Coo  

CChh  

Q* =Q* =  
2(1,000)(10)2(1,000)(10)  

0.500.50  
=    40,000  = 200=    40,000  = 200  unitsunits  

An EOQ ExampleAn EOQ Example  

Determine optimal number of DVDs to orderDetermine optimal number of DVDs to order  

D D = 1,000= 1,000  unitsunits    Q*Q*  = 200= 200  unitsunits  

CCoo  = Rs. 10= Rs. 10  per orderper order  

CChh  = Rs. 0.50= Rs. 0.50  per unit per yearper unit per year  

= N =                              == N =                              =  
Expected Expected 
number of number of 

ordersorders  

DemandDemand  

Order quantityOrder quantity  
DD  

Q*Q*  

N N =              = 5=              = 5  orders per year orders per year   
1,0001,000  

200200  

An EOQ ExampleAn EOQ Example  

Determine optimal number of DVDs to orderDetermine optimal number of DVDs to order  

D D = 1,000= 1,000  unitsunits  Q*Q*  = 200= 200  unitsunits  

CCoo  = Rs. 10= Rs. 10  per orderper order  NN  = 5= 5  orders per yearorders per year  

CChh  = Rs. 0.50= Rs. 0.50  per unit per yearper unit per year  

= T == T =  
Expected Expected 

time between time between 
ordersorders  

Number of working Number of working   
days per yeardays per year  

NN  

T T =              = 50 =              = 50 days between ordersdays between orders  
250250  

55  
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An EOQ ExampleAn EOQ Example  

Determine optimal number of DVDs to orderDetermine optimal number of DVDs to order  

D D = 1,000= 1,000  unitsunits  Q*Q*  = 200= 200  unitsunits  

CCoo  = Rs. 10= Rs. 10  per orderper order  NN  = 5= 5  orders per yearorders per year  

CChh  = Rs. 0.50= Rs. 0.50  per unit per yearper unit per year    T T = 50= 50  daysdays  

Total annual cost = Setup cost + Holding costTotal annual cost = Setup cost + Holding cost  

TC =            CTC =            Coo    +         C+         Chh  
DD  

QQ  

QQ  

22  

TC TC =            (10) +          (0.50)=            (10) +          (0.50)  
1,0001,000  

200200  

200200  

22  

TC TC =  (5)(10) + (100)(0.50) = 50 + 50 = 100=  (5)(10) + (100)(0.50) = 50 + 50 = 100  

Robust ModelRobust Model  

 The EOQ model is The EOQ model is robustrobust  

 It works even if all parameters and It works even if all parameters and 
assumptions are not metassumptions are not met  

 The total cost curve is relatively The total cost curve is relatively flat in flat in 
the area of the EOQthe area of the EOQ  

Order quantityOrder quantity  

Minimum Minimum 
total costtotal cost  25% variation in 

order quantity 

increases cost by 

about 5% only 

Reorder PointsReorder Points  

 EOQEOQ  answers the “answers the “how muchhow much” question” question  

 The The reorder point reorder point (ROP) tells (ROP) tells when to when to 
orderorder  

ROP ROP ==  
Lead time for a Lead time for a 

new order in daysnew order in days  
Demand Demand 
per dayper day  

==  d x LTd x LT  

d = d =   
DD  

Number of working days in a yearNumber of working days in a year  

Reorder Point CurveReorder Point Curve  

Q*Q*  

ROP ROP 
(units)(units)  In
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Time (days)Time (days)  
Lead time = LLead time = L  

Slope = units/day = dSlope = units/day = d  
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Reorder Point ExampleReorder Point Example  

Demand Demand = 1,000= 1,000  DVDs per yearDVDs per year  

250250  working day yearworking day year  

Lead time for orders is Lead time for orders is 33  working daysworking days  

ROP =ROP =  d x LTd x LT  

d =d =    
DD  

Number of working days in a yearNumber of working days in a year  

= 1,000/250 = 4= 1,000/250 = 4  unitsunits  

= 4= 4  units per day x units per day x 33  days days = 12= 12  unitsunits  

Production Order Quantity Production Order Quantity 
ModelModel  

 Used when inventory builds up over Used when inventory builds up over 
a period of time after an order is a period of time after an order is 
placedplaced  

 Used when Used when units are produced and units are produced and 
sold simultaneouslysold simultaneously  

Production Order Quantity Production Order Quantity 
ModelModel  

Production Order Quantity Production Order Quantity 
ModelModel  
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TimeTime  

Demand part of cycle Demand part of cycle 
with no productionwith no production  

Part of inventory cycle during Part of inventory cycle during 
which production (and usage) which production (and usage) 
is taking placeis taking place  

tt  

Maximum Maximum 
inventoryinventory  
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Production Order Quantity Production Order Quantity 
ModelModel  

  Q =Q =  Number of pieces per orderNumber of pieces per order    p =p =  Daily production rateDaily production rate  

  CChh  ==  Holding cost per unit per yearHolding cost per unit per year    d =d =  Daily demand/usage rateDaily demand/usage rate  

  D =D =  Annual demandAnnual demand  

  Setup cost Setup cost ==  ((DD//QQ))CCoo  

  Holding cost Holding cost ==  1/21/2  CChhQQ[1 [1 --  ((dd//pp)])]  

((DD//QQ))CCoo  = = 1/21/2  CChhQQ[1 [1 --  ((dd//pp)])]  

QQ22  ==  
22DCDCoo  

CChh[1 [1 --  ((dd//pp)])]  

QQ* =* =  
22DCDCoo  

CChh[1 [1 --  ((dd//pp)])]  

Production Order Quantity Production Order Quantity 
ExampleExample  

  D D ==  1,0001,000  unitsunits    p p ==  88  units per dayunits per day  

  CCoo  ==  $10$10    d d ==  44  units per dayunits per day  

  CChh  ==  $0.50$0.50  per unit per yearper unit per year  

QQ* =* =  
22DCDCoo  

CChh[1 [1 --  ((dd//pp)])]  

= 282.8 = 282.8 oror  283 283 hubcapshubcaps  

QQ* =                               =     80,000* =                               =     80,000  
2(1,000)(10)2(1,000)(10)  

0.50[1 0.50[1 --  (4/8)](4/8)]  

Inventory Levels For Inventory Levels For 
Planned Shortages ModelPlanned Shortages Model  
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Formulas for Shortage ModelFormulas for Shortage Model  

•• Model with Planned ShortagesModel with Planned Shortages  
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Quantity Discount ModelsQuantity Discount Models  

 Reduced prices Reduced prices are often available when are often available when 
larger quantities larger quantities are purchasedare purchased  

 TradeTrade--off is between off is between reduced product cost reduced product cost 
and and increased holding costincreased holding cost  

Total cost = Order cost + Holding cost + Product costTotal cost = Order cost + Holding cost + Product cost  

TC =        CTC =        Coo  +         + PD+         + PD  
DD  

QQ  

QCQChh  

22  

Quantity Discount ModelsQuantity Discount Models  

Discount Discount 
NumberNumber  Discount QuantityDiscount Quantity  Discount (%)Discount (%)  

Discount Discount 
Price (P)Price (P)  

11  00  to to 999999  no discountno discount  Rs 5.00Rs 5.00  

22  1,0001,000  to to 1,9991,999  44  Rs 4.80Rs 4.80  

33  2,0002,000  and overand over  55  Rs 4.75Rs 4.75  

A typical quantity discount scheduleA typical quantity discount schedule  

Annual Costs for Quantity Annual Costs for Quantity 
Discount ModelDiscount Model  

0             600            900           1200           1500          1800           2100           2400 

30000 

 

 

 

26000 

 

 

 

22000 

 

 

 

 

 12000 

 

 

 

 

 10000 

C = Rs 5.00 C = Rs 4.80 C = Rs 4.75 

Order   quantity, Q 

Quantity Discount ModelsQuantity Discount Models  

1.1. For each discount, calculate Q*For each discount, calculate Q*  

2.2. If Q* for a discount doesn’t qualify, If Q* for a discount doesn’t qualify, 
choose the smallest possible order size choose the smallest possible order size 
to get the discountto get the discount  

3.3. Compute the total cost for each Q* or Compute the total cost for each Q* or 
adjusted value from Step 2adjusted value from Step 2  

4.4. Select the Q* that gives the lowest total Select the Q* that gives the lowest total 
costcost  

Steps in analyzing a quantity discountSteps in analyzing a quantity discount  
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Quantity Discount ExampleQuantity Discount Example  

Calculate Q* for every discountCalculate Q* for every discount  Q* = 
2DCo 

IP 

QQ11* * =                           = 700=                           = 700  cars ordercars order  
2(5,000)(49)2(5,000)(49)  

(.2)(5.00)(.2)(5.00)  

QQ22* * =                           = 714=                           = 714  cars ordercars order  
2(5,000)(49)2(5,000)(49)  

(.2)(4.80)(.2)(4.80)  

QQ33* * =                           = 718=                           = 718  cars ordercars order  
2(5,000)(49)2(5,000)(49)  

(.2)(4.75)(.2)(4.75)  

Quantity Discount ExampleQuantity Discount Example  

Calculate Q* for every discountCalculate Q* for every discount  Q* = 
2DS 

IP 

QQ11* * =                           = 700=                           = 700  cars ordercars order  
2(5,000)(49)2(5,000)(49)  

(.2)(5.00)(.2)(5.00)  

QQ22* * =                           = 714=                           = 714  cars ordercars order  
2(5,000)(49)2(5,000)(49)  

(.2)(4.80)(.2)(4.80)  

QQ33* * =                           = 718=                           = 718  cars ordercars order  
2(5,000)(49)2(5,000)(49)  

(.2)(4.75)(.2)(4.75)  

1,0001,000  ——  adjustedadjusted  

2,0002,000  ——  adjustedadjusted  

Quantity Discount ExampleQuantity Discount Example  

Discount Discount 
NumberNumber  

Unit Unit 
PricePrice  

Order Order 
QuantityQuantity  

Annual Annual 
Product Product 

CostCost  

Annual Annual 
Ordering Ordering 

CostCost  

Annual Annual 
Holding Holding 

CostCost  TotalTotal  

11  5.005.00    700700  25,00025,000    350350  350350  25,70025,700  

22  4.804.80    1,0001,000  24,00024,000    245245  480480  24,72524,725  

33  4.754.75    2,0002,000  23.75023.750    122.50122.50  950950  24,822.5024,822.50  

Choose the price and quantity that gives Choose the price and quantity that gives 
the lowest total costthe lowest total cost  

Buy Buy 1,0001,000  units at  Rs. units at  Rs. 4.804.80  per unitper unit  

•• Calculate the EOQ at the lowest priceCalculate the EOQ at the lowest price  

•• Determine whether the EOQ is feasible at that price Determine whether the EOQ is feasible at that price   

–– Will the vendor sell that quantity at that price?Will the vendor sell that quantity at that price?  

•• If yes, stop If yes, stop ––  if no, continueif no, continue  

•• Check the feasibility of EOQ at the next higher priceCheck the feasibility of EOQ at the next higher price  

•• Continue until you identify a feasible EOQContinue until you identify a feasible EOQ  

•• Calculate the total costs (including total item cost) for Calculate the total costs (including total item cost) for 
the feasible EOQ modelthe feasible EOQ model  

•• Calculate the total costs of buying at the minimum Calculate the total costs of buying at the minimum 
quantity required for each of the cheaper unit pricesquantity required for each of the cheaper unit prices  

•• Compare the total cost of each option & choose the Compare the total cost of each option & choose the 
lowest cost alternativelowest cost alternative  

  

Quantity Discount ProcedureQuantity Discount Procedure  
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EOQ for constant Demand & EOQ for constant Demand & 
Lead TimeLead Time  

TimeTime  
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ROPROP  

TBOTBO  

LL  

TBOTBO  

LL  

TBOTBO  

LL  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

QQ  

OHOH  

OrderOrder  

placedplaced  

IPIP  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

QQ  

OHOH  

OrderOrder  

placedplaced  

IPIP  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

OrderOrder  

placedplaced  

IPIP  

QQ  

OHOH  

Impact of Impact of uncertainty in uncertainty in lead lead 
time and demandtime and demand  

•• Constant Lead time has Constant Lead time has NONO  impact if impact if 
the demand is deterministic and at a the demand is deterministic and at a 
constant rate.constant rate.  

•• Uncertainty in the lead time or demand Uncertainty in the lead time or demand 
or both creates the need for or both creates the need for safety safety 
stockstock..  

Safety stockSafety stock  

TimeTime  
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TBOTBO11  TBOTBO22  TBOTBO33  

LL  LL  LL  

ROPROP  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

QQ  

OrderOrder  

placedplaced  

OrderOrder  

placedplaced  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

IPIP  
IPIP  

QQ  

OrderOrder  

placedplaced  

QQ  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

OrderOrder  

receivedreceived  

OHOH  

EOQ for Uncertain Demand EOQ for Uncertain Demand 
and Lead Timeand Lead Time  

Choosing an Appropriate Choosing an Appropriate 
ServiceService--Level PolicyLevel Policy  

•• Service level (CycleService level (Cycle--service level): service level): The desired probability The desired probability 
of not running out of stock in any one ordering cycle, of not running out of stock in any one ordering cycle, 
which begins at the time an order is placed and ends which begins at the time an order is placed and ends 
when it arrives.when it arrives.  

 Reorder point (R) =  d + Safety stock (SS) 

Safety stock (SS) = z sdLT 

d = The average demand during the lead time 

 z =  The number of standard deviations needed for a given cycle-

service level. 

sdLT= Standard deviation of the demand during lead time 
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Finding Safety Stock Finding Safety Stock   
With a normal Probability Distribution With a normal Probability Distribution   

for an 85% Cyclefor an 85% Cycle--Service LevelService Level  

Average Average 

demand demand 

during during 

lead timelead time  

Average 

demand 

(d) 

during 

lead time  

CycleCycle--service level = 85%service level = 85%  

Probability of stockoutProbability of stockout  

(1.0 (1.0 ––  0.85 = 0.15)0.85 = 0.15)  

zzssdLTdLT  

ROPROP  

Lead time demand 

distribution 

 is specified in 

terms of d and 

ssdLTdLT   

Finding Safety Stock and RFinding Safety Stock and R  

RecordsRecords  showshow  thatthat  thethe  demanddemand  forfor  dishwasherdishwasher  
detergentdetergent  duringduring  thethe  leadlead  timetime  isis  normallynormally  
distributed,distributed,  withwith  anan  averageaverage  ofof  250250  boxesboxes  andand  ssdLTdLT  ==  
2222..  WhatWhat  safetysafety  stockstock  shouldshould  bebe  carriedcarried  forfor  aa  9999  
percentpercent  cyclecycle--serviceservice  level?level?  WhatWhat  isis  R?R?  

Safety stock (SS) = zsdLT 

 = 2.33(22) = 51.3 

 = 51 boxes 
 

Reorder point  = d + SS 

 = 250 + 51 

 = 301 boxes 

2.33 is the number of standard 

deviations, z,  to the right of 

average demand during the lead 

time that places 99% of the area 

under the curve to the left of that 

point. 

In Class ExampleIn Class Example  

•• Suppose that the demand for an item Suppose that the demand for an item 
during the lead time period is normally during the lead time period is normally 
distributed with and an average of 85 distributed with and an average of 85 
and a standard deviation of 40. and a standard deviation of 40.   

•• Find the safety stock and reorder point Find the safety stock and reorder point 
for a service level of 95%for a service level of 95%  

•• How much reduction is safety stock will How much reduction is safety stock will 
result if the desired service level is result if the desired service level is 
reduced to 85%reduced to 85%  

Development of Demand Distributions for Development of Demand Distributions for 
the Lead Timethe Lead Time  

st = 15 

+ 
75 

Demand for week 1 

sLT = 26 

225 

Demand for 3-week lead time 

+ 
75 

Demand for week 2 

st = 15 

= 
75 

Demand for week 3 

st = 15 
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Continuous Review SystemsContinuous Review Systems  

•• Selecting the reorder point with Selecting the reorder point with variable demand variable demand 
and constant lead timeand constant lead time  

Reorder point = Average demand during lead time  

+ Safety stock 

 = d*LT + safety stock 

Where 

 d = average demand per week (or day or months) 

 LT = constant lead time in weeks (or days or months) 

Demand During Lead TimeDemand During Lead Time  

•• Specify mean and standard deviationSpecify mean and standard deviation  

•• Standard deviation of demand during lead timeStandard deviation of demand during lead time  

σdLT =    σd
2LT  = σd    LT 

 Safety stock and reorder point 

Safety stock = zσdLT 

where 

 z = number of standard deviations needed 
to achieve the cycle-service level 

 σdLT = stand. deviation of demand during lead 
time 

σd = stand. deviation of demand per day/week 

 

Reorder point   R  = d*LT + zσdLT 

 

Finding Safety Stock and R Finding Safety Stock and R   

sdLT = sd     LT   = 5    2    = 7.1 

Safety stock = zsdLT = 1.28(7.1) = 9.1 or 9 units 
 

Reorder point = dLT + safety stock = 2(18) + 9 = 45 units 

Suppose that the average demand for bird feeders is 18 units per 

week with a standard deviation of 5 units. The lead time is constant 

at 2 weeks. Determine the safety stock and reorder point for a 90 

percent cycle-service level. (d = 18 units per week; L = 2 weeks) 

Demand distribution for lead time must be developed: 

Reorder Point for Constant Reorder Point for Constant 
Demand and variable Lead TimeDemand and variable Lead Time  

When the demand is constant and only the lead time is 

Variable, then: 

 

daysin   timelead ofdeviation  Standard  

..*





LT

LT

Where

dzLTdROP

s

s

A store sells about 10 digital cameras a day. Lead time 

For camera delivery is normally distributed with a mean 

time of  6 days and a standard deviation of 3 days. A 98% 

Service level is set. Find the ROP. 

ROP = 10*6 + 2.055*10*3 = 122 
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Reorder Point for variable Reorder Point for variable 
Demand and variable Lead TimeDemand and variable Lead Time  

•• Often the case that Often the case that both are variableboth are variable  

•• The equations are more complicatedThe equations are more complicated  

ROP = (Average weekly demand  Average lead time)  

+ Safety stock 

 = dL + zσdLT 

 

  222

 

daysin   timelead ofdeviation  Standard 

dayper  demand ofdeviation  Standard 

LTddLT

LT

d

dLT sss

s

s







 A store’s most popular item is 9-volt battery. About 150 
batteries are sold per day, following a normal 
distribution with a standard deviation of 16 batteries. 
Batteries are ordered from an out-of-state distributor; 
lead time is normally distributed with an average of 5 
days a standard deviation of 1 day. To maintain a 95% 
service level, what ROP is appropriate?  

ROP = ROP = ((150*5150*5))  + 1.65*+ 1.65*σσdLTdLT  

WhereWhere  

  

Solved ProblemSolved Problem  

1541*15016*5 222

 dLTs

Solved ProblemSolved Problem  

Grey Wolf Lodge is a popular 500Grey Wolf Lodge is a popular 500--room hotel in the North room hotel in the North 
Woods. Managers need to keep close tabs on all room service Woods. Managers need to keep close tabs on all room service 
items, including a special pineitems, including a special pine--scented bar soap. The daily scented bar soap. The daily 
demand for the soap is 275 bars, with a standard deviation of 30 demand for the soap is 275 bars, with a standard deviation of 30 
bars. bars. Ordering cost is $10 and the inventory holding cost is Ordering cost is $10 and the inventory holding cost is 
$0.30/bar/year. $0.30/bar/year. The lead time from the supplier is 5 days, with a The lead time from the supplier is 5 days, with a 
standard deviation of 1 day. The lodge is open 365 days a year.standard deviation of 1 day. The lodge is open 365 days a year.  

a. What is the economic order quantity for the bar of soap? 

b. What should the reorder point be for the bar of soap if 
management wants to have a 99 percent cycle-service level? 

c. What is the total annual cost for the bar of soap, assuming a 
Q system will be used? 

Solved ProblemSolved Problem  

SOLUTIONSOLUTION  

a.a.  We have We have DD  = (275)(365) = 100,375 bars of soap; = (275)(365) = 100,375 bars of soap; SS  = $10; and = $10; and 
HH  = $0.30. The EOQ for the bar of soap is= $0.30. The EOQ for the bar of soap is  

EOQ =                = 
2DS 

H 

2(100,375)($10) 

$0.30 

=     6,691,666.7  = 2,586.83  or  2,587 bars 
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Solved ProblemSolved Problem  

b. We have d = 275 bars/day, σd = 30 bars, LT = 5 days, 
and σLT = 1 day. 

 σdLT =    LTσd
2 + d2σLT

2   = (5)(30)2 + (275)2(1)2  = 283.06 bars 

Consult the body of the Normal Distribution appendix for 
0.9900. The closest value is 0.9901, which corresponds to 
a z value of 2.33. We calculate the safety stock and reorder 
point as follows: 

Safety stock = zσdLT = (2.33)(283.06) = 659.53  or  660 bars 

Reorder point = dL + Safety stock =  (275)(5) + 660 = 2,035 bars 

Solved ProblemSolved Problem  

c.c.  The total annual cost for the The total annual cost for the QQ  system issystem is  

C =      (H) +      (S) + (H)(Safety stock) 
Q 

2 

D 

Q 

C =            ($0.30) +                ($10) + ($0.30)(660) = $974.05 
2,587 

2 

100,375 

2,587 

Periodic Review System (Periodic Review System (PP))  

•• Fixed interval reorder system or periodic reorder Fixed interval reorder system or periodic reorder 
systemsystem  

 Four of the original EOQ assumptions maintained 

 No constraints are placed on lot size 

 Holding and ordering costs 

 Independent demand 

 Lead times are certain 

 Order is placed to bring the inventory position up 
to the target inventory level, T, when the 
predetermined time, P, has elapsed 

P P 

T 

L L L 

Protection interval 

Time 

O
n

-h
a
n

d
 i
n

v
e
n

to
ry

 

IP3 

IP1 

IP2 

Order 
placed 
Order 
placed 

Order 
placed 

Order 
received 

Order 
received 

Order 
received 

IP IP IP 

OH OH 

Q1 

Q2 

Q3 

Periodic Review System (Periodic Review System (PP))  
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Periodic Review SystemPeriodic Review System  

•• Targeted Inventory level:Targeted Inventory level:  

        TI = d(RP + LT) + SSTI = d(RP + LT) + SS  

      d = average period demand d = average period demand   

      RP = review period (days, wks)RP = review period (days, wks)  

      L = lead time (days, wks)L = lead time (days, wks)  

      SS = zSS = zσσRP+LTRP+LT  

•• Replenishment Quantity (Q)=TIReplenishment Quantity (Q)=TI--OHOH  
  

How Much to Order in a How Much to Order in a PP  SystemSystem  

EXAMPLEEXAMPLE  

A distribution center has a backorder (BO) for five 36A distribution center has a backorder (BO) for five 36--inch color inch color 
TV sets. No inventory is currently on hand (OH), and now is the TV sets. No inventory is currently on hand (OH), and now is the 
time to review. How many should be reordered if Ttime to review. How many should be reordered if TI I = 400 and = 400 and 
no receipts are scheduled (SR)?no receipts are scheduled (SR)?  

SOLUTION 

IP = OH + SR – BO 

That is, 405 sets must be ordered to bring the inventory 

position up to TI sets. 

= 0 + 0 – 5 = –5 sets 

TI– IP = 400 – (–5) = 405 sets 

Periodic Review SystemPeriodic Review System  

•• Selecting the period of time between Selecting the period of time between 
reviews (RP)reviews (RP)  

T = d(RP + LT) + safety stock for protection interval 

 The order-up-to level (TI) when demand is 
variable and lead time is constant will be 
equal to the average demand during the 
protection period (RP+LT) + Safety Stock 

Safety stock = zσRP + LT , where σRP + LT = LTRPd s

Finding Safety Stock and RFinding Safety Stock and R  
Continuous Review Model Example Continuous Review Model Example   

sL = sd     L   = 5    2    = 7.1 

Safety stock = zsLT = 1.28(7.1) = 9.1 or 9 units 
 

Reorder point = d*LT + safety stock = 2(18) + 9 = 45 units 

Suppose that the average demand for bird feeders is 18 units per 

week with a standard deviation of 5 units. The lead time is constant at 

2 weeks. Determine the safety stock and reorder point for a 90 

percent cycle-service level. What is the total cost of the Q system? (t 

= 1 week; d = 18 units per week; L = 2 weeks) 

C =         ($15) +          ($45) + 9($15) 
75 

2 

936 

75 

C = $562.50 + $561.60 + $135 = $1259.10 

Demand distribution for lead time must be developed: 
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Calculating Calculating PP  and and TT  

  

  

What is the equivalent What is the equivalent PP  system to the bird feeder example? system to the bird feeder example? 
Recall that demand for the bird feeder is normally distributed Recall that demand for the bird feeder is normally distributed 
with a mean of 18 units per week and a standard deviation in with a mean of 18 units per week and a standard deviation in 
weekly demand of 5 units. The lead time is 2 weeks, and the weekly demand of 5 units. The lead time is 2 weeks, and the 
business operates 52 weeks per year. The business operates 52 weeks per year. The QQ  system calls for an system calls for an 
EOQ of 75 units and a safety stock of 9 units for a cycleEOQ of 75 units and a safety stock of 9 units for a cycle--service service 
level of 90 percent. level of 90 percent.   

Calculating Calculating PP  and and TT  

SOLUTIONSOLUTION  

We first define We first define DD  and then and then PP. Here, . Here, PP  is the time between is the time between 
reviews, expressed in weeks because the data are expressed as reviews, expressed in weeks because the data are expressed as 
demand per week:demand per week:  

D = (18 units/week)(52 weeks/year) = 936 units 

P =             (52) = 
EOQ 

D 
(52) = 4.2  or  4 weeks 

75 

936 

With d = 18 units per week, an alternative approach is to 
calculate P by dividing the EOQ by d to get 75/18 = 4.2 or 4 
weeks. Either way, we would review the bird feeder inventory 
every 4 weeks.  

Calculating Calculating PP  and and TT  

We now find the standard deviation of demand over the We now find the standard deviation of demand over the 
protection interval (protection interval (PP  + + LL) = 6:) = 6:  

Before calculating T, we also need a z value. For a 90 percent 
cycle-service level z = 1.28. The safety stock becomes 

Safety stock = zσP + L =  1.28(12.25) = 15.68  or  16 units 

We now solve for T: 

= (18 units/week)(6 weeks) + 16 units = 124 units 

T = Average demand during the protection interval + Safety stock 

 = d(P + L) + safety stock 

units 12.2565  LPdLP ss

PP  SystemSystem::  anan  autoauto  partsparts  storestore  calculatedcalculated  thethe  EOQEOQ  forfor  DriveDrive  BeltsBelts  atat  

236236  unitsunits  andand  wantswants  toto  comparecompare  thethe  TotalTotal  InventoryInventory  CostsCosts  forfor  aa  QQ  vsvs..  

aa  PP  ReviewReview  SystemSystem..    AnnualAnnual  demanddemand  (D)(D)  isis  27042704,,  avgavg..  weeklyweekly  

demanddemand  isis  5252,,  weeklyweekly  σσ  isis  11..7777  belts,belts,  andand  leadlead  timetime  isis  33  weeksweeks..  TheThe  

annualannual  TCTC  forfor  thethe  QQ  systemsystem  isis  $$229229;;  H=H=$$00..9797,,  S=S=$$1010..  

In Class Example 1In Class Example 1  
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In Class Example 2In Class Example 2  

Discount Appliance Store has the following information:Discount Appliance Store has the following information:  

  

  Demand = 10 units/wk (assume 52 weeks per year) = 520Demand = 10 units/wk (assume 52 weeks per year) = 520  

  EOQ = 62 units (with reorder point system)EOQ = 62 units (with reorder point system)  

  Lead time (Lead time (LL) = 3 weeks) = 3 weeks  

  Standard deviation in weekly demand = 8 unitsStandard deviation in weekly demand = 8 units  

  CycleCycle--service level of 70% (service level of 70% (zz  = 0.525 )= 0.525 )  

Choose the Reorder interval P such as this system is 
approximates the EOQ model. 

Continuous Review System Continuous Review System 
((Q,rQ,r))  

Average lead time usage, dL 

Reorder point, ROP 

Safety stock, SS 

Inventory on hand 

EOQ 

 EOQ 

d1 
 d2 

d3 

Amount used during first lead time  

First lead 

time, LT1 

Order 1 placed 

 LT2 LT3 

Order 2 placed Order 3 placed 

Shipment 1 received Shipment  2 received Shipment  3 received 

Time 

EOQ
DS

H

ROP SS LT

SS z LTr



 



2



s

Periodic Review SystemPeriodic Review System  
(order(order--upup--to)to)  

RP RP RP 

Review period 

First order quantity, Q1 

d1 

Q2 
Q3 

d2 

d3 

Target inventory level, TIL 

Amount used during 

first lead time 

Safety stock, SS First lead time, LT1 LT2 LT3 

Order 1 placed Order  2  placed Order  3  placed 

Shipment 1 received Shipment 2 received Shipment 3 received 

Time 

Inventory on Hand 

RP EOQ

TIL SS RP LT

SS z RP LTr



  

 

/

( )





s

Single period inventorySingle period inventory  
How much to order when the item loses value after a certain How much to order when the item loses value after a certain 

periodperiod  

•• Shortage costShortage cost  

••Value of item Value of item 
if demanded if demanded ––  
item costitem cost  

•• Excess costExcess cost  

••Item cost Item cost 
+disposal cost +disposal cost 
--  salvage costsalvage cost  

Goal is to determine a stocking level that strikes the  

best balance of these 2 costs 

1. Determine the target service level (SLT) that  

balances shortage & excess 

2. Use that level to determine the target stocking  

point (TS) for the item. 
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Target service level (SLTarget service level (SLTT))  

•• Expected Shortage cost = expected excess costExpected Shortage cost = expected excess cost  

•• (1(1--p) C p) C shortageshortage  = p C = p C excessexcess    

•• Where:Where:  

••   p = probability that there are enough units to meet p = probability that there are enough units to meet 
demanddemand  

•• (1(1--p) = probability that there is a shortagep) = probability that there is a shortage  

•• C C shortage shortage = shortage cost= shortage cost  

•• C C excess excess = excess cost= excess cost  

•• Note: when these two costs are equal; p becomes the Note: when these two costs are equal; p becomes the 
target service level ortarget service level or  

  

excessshortage

shortage

T
CC

C
SL




Example: SaladExample: Salad  

•• Jeff needs to determine how much salad to Jeff needs to determine how much salad to 
make for the deli counter each day (if it does make for the deli counter each day (if it does 
not sell; it is tossed out)not sell; it is tossed out)  

•• Costs to make a pound of salad: $2.50 but Costs to make a pound of salad: $2.50 but 
makes $10/pound if sold.makes $10/pound if sold.  

•• C C shortageshortage= Revenue per pound = Revenue per pound --  cost per pound= cost per pound= 
$10$10--$2.50 = $7.50$2.50 = $7.50  

•• C C excess excess =   cost per pound = $2.50=   cost per pound = $2.50  

•• SLSLTT= C = C shortageshortage      /(C /(C shortageshortage    + C + C shortageshortage  )= .75 or )= .75 or 
75%75%  

  

•• Jeff should make enough salad to meet demand Jeff should make enough salad to meet demand 
75% of time.75% of time.  

Stocking pointStocking point  

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

Number of Standard Deviations above or below the mean

To meet the demand 75% of the time, we need to know 

the mean And standard deviation of demand. 

Mean is 422 gallons; standard deviation is 67 gallons 

(M-F)  

What part of the curve would that represent? 

Mean=422 

Standard dev= 67 

Jeff should prepare: mean + Z* std dev = 422 + .68 

(67) = 467.56 pounds of salad 
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Single Period ModelSingle Period Model  

•• AssumeAssume  thatthat  youyou  wantwant  toto  havehave  aa  
certaincertain  levellevel  ofof  confidenceconfidence  thatthat  youyou  
won’twon’t  runrun  outout  ofof  stockstock  andand  thatthat  thethe  
demanddemand  followsfollows  aa  normalnormal  distribution,distribution,  
thenthen  thethe  inventoryinventory  levellevel  youyou  shouldshould  
carrycarry  willwill  bebe  equalequal  toto::  

  

                                              Q = D + Q = D + zzss      

  

ExampleExample  

•• So if the demand for newspapers on So if the demand for newspapers on 
Monday’s is normally distributed with Monday’s is normally distributed with 
a mean of 90 and standard deviation a mean of 90 and standard deviation 
of 10, and the newsboy wants to be of 10, and the newsboy wants to be 
80% certain that he/she will not run 80% certain that he/she will not run 
out of papers, then the number of out of papers, then the number of 
papers he/she should order will be papers he/she should order will be 
equal to:equal to:  

                                        Q = D + Q = D + zzss  

                Q = 90 + .84 * 10 = 98.4 = 99 papersQ = 90 + .84 * 10 = 98.4 = 99 papers  

And to make it even more And to make it even more 
interestinginteresting  

•• If we have the following cost data:If we have the following cost data:  

Cost per unit of overestimating demandCost per unit of overestimating demand  

Cost per unit of underestimating demandCost per unit of underestimating demand  

  

•• Then:Then:  

  

Probability of Probability of stockoutsstockouts  <= Cu / (Cu + Co)<= Cu / (Cu + Co)  

Example continuedExample continued  

•• IfIf  wewe  assumeassume  thatthat  thethe  newspapernewspaper  boyboy  
payspays  2020  centscents  perper  paperpaper  andand  hehe  sellssells  itit  
forfor  5050  centscents..    HowHow  manymany  newspapersnewspapers  
shouldshould  hehe  orderorder  ifif  thethe  demanddemand  isis  
normallynormally  distributeddistributed  withwith  aa  meanmean  ofof  9090  
andand  standardstandard  deviationdeviation  ofof  1010??  

Cost of underestimating (Lost sales)= .5 Cost of underestimating (Lost sales)= .5 --  .2 = .3.2 = .3  

Cost of overestimation (stock piling) = .2Cost of overestimation (stock piling) = .2  

Probability of stock outs  <= .3/(.2+.3) <= .6 <= 60%Probability of stock outs  <= .3/(.2+.3) <= .6 <= 60%  

Z = .253Z = .253  

Q = 90 + .253 * 10 = 92.53 = 93 newspapersQ = 90 + .253 * 10 = 92.53 = 93 newspapers  
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In Class ExampleIn Class Example  

•• AssumeAssume  youyou  areare  helpinghelping  aa  ChristmasChristmas  treetree  
retailerretailer  determinedetermine  howhow  manymany  treestrees  toto  orderorder  forfor  
thisthis  year’syear’s  seasonseason..  AssumingAssuming  thatthat  youyou  knowknow  
fromfrom  pastpast  experienceexperience  thatthat  thethe  averageaverage  demanddemand  
forfor  ChristmasChristmas  treestrees  inin  hishis  areaarea  isis  500500  butbut  thatthat  
thethe  demanddemand  overover  thethe  pastpast  2525  yearsyears  hashas  variedvaried  
dependingdepending  onon  thethe  economyeconomy  andand  thethe  offersoffers  onon  
plasticplastic  treestrees..  TheThe  standardstandard  deviationdeviation  ofof  thethe  
demanddemand  isis  100100  treestrees..    IfIf  thisthis  personperson  cancan  buybuy  
eacheach  treetree  atat  anan  averageaverage  costcost  ofof  $$55  andand  sellsell  
themthem  atat  $$5050,,  thenthen  howhow  manymany  treestrees  wouldwould  youyou  
recommendrecommend  hehe  orders?orders?  

  
Inventory  Classification Inventory  Classification 

SystemsSystems  
  

CriteriaCriteria  

•• Annual costAnnual cost  

•• Annual demandAnnual demand  

•• AvailabilityAvailability  

•• Lead timeLead time  

•• ServiceService--levellevel  

•• CriticalityCriticality  

•• Etc.Etc.  

  

•• ABCABC  ((Always better Always better 
controlcontrol))  

•• VEDVED  (Vital (Vital ––  essential essential 
––  desirable)desirable)  

•• FSN FSN (Fast (Fast ––  slow slow ––  
nonnon--moving)moving)  

•• HMLHML  (High (High ––  medium medium 
––  low)low)  

•• SDESDE  ((Scarce Scarce ––  
difficult difficult ––  easyeasy))  

Approx. 10-15% items account for about 60-70% value 

Approx. 25-30% items account for about 15-20% value 

Balance items account for about 10-15% value 

ABC Analysis 

25 

50 

75 

90 

100 

40 10 

Percent of number of inventory items 

A 

B 
C 

P
e
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e

n
t 
o

f 
a

v
e
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e
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n

v
e

n
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n

v
e

s
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e
n
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Part Unit Cost Annual Usage

1 2700 90

2 15750 40

3 1350 130

4 3600 60

5 1350 100

6 900 180

7 450 170

8 14400 50

9 22950 60

10 900 120

Example 
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Part Unit Cost Annual Usage Value % of Tot Value % of Tot Qty Class

9 22950 60 1377000 35.8 6

8 14400 50 720000 18.7 5

2 15750 40 630000 16.4 4

1 2700 90 243000 6.3 9

4 3600 60 216000 5.6 6

3 1350 130 175500 4.6 13

6 900 180 162000 4.2 18

5 1350 100 135000 3.5 10

10 900 120 108000 2.8 12

7 450 170 76500 2.0 17

1000 3843000

A

B

C

Total continuous 

monitoring 

Periodic 

review 

Order for larger 

period and 

review with a 

low frequency 

A-class C-class 

B-class 

ITEM 

ABC analysis 

 

A class items – Use of Continuous review 

B class items – Periodic review 

C class items – simple rules of thumb 

Service Levels 

A class items   have relatively low service levels (about 0.8) 
 

B class items   handled routinely with service levels of about 0.95 
 
C class items should be present in ample supply, minimum records, 
             controls, procedure very high service levels (0.95 to 
0.98) 

Risk 

Level 

Policy Implications Of Selective Inventory Control 

V class items call for a high level of service 

E class items call for medium level of service 

D class items call for tolerable level of service 

VED analysis 
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A Sample Set of Service Levels for 

Different Categories of Items 

V E D 

A 0.80 0.75 0.6 

B 0.95 0.90 0.85 

C 0.99 0.97 0.95 

V E D 

A 0.7 0.6 0.5 

B 0.9 0.8 0.7 

C 0.95 0.9 0.85 

High cost of 

Stock-out 

Low cost of 

Stock-out 

d
e

c
re

a
s

in
g

 
d

e
c

re
a

s
in

g
 

decreasing 

decreasing 

Policy Implications Of Selective Inventory Control 

FSN analysis 

Fast  most inventory models apply to this class 

Slow  maintenance spare parts etc. 

Non – moving (dead stock)  optimal stock disposal rules 

Applying VED Analysis on 

slow moving items  

Maintenance Spares Example 

Criterion 1 : Availability of production facility 

Criterion 2 : Type of spare part 

Criterion 3 : Lead time for procurement 

Criterion 1 : Availability of production facility 

 

Mode 1 : Alternative production facility available  

Mode 2 : Alternative facility available with suitable 

modifications to m/c are allowed 

Mode 3 : No alternative production facility 
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Criterion 2 : Type of spare part 

 

Mode 1 : Standard spare (COTS) 

Mode 2 : Standard spare but uncertain availability 

Mode 3 : Non-standard spare. To be mfg as per specs 

Criterion 3 : Lead time for procurement 

 

Mode 1 : Lead time < 15 days 

Mode 2 : Lead time 15 to 30 days 

Mode 3 : Lead time > 30 days 

A forward looking system should include decision rules to 

guarantee some desired level of customer service. 

 

 Spares for which all criteria are mode 1 are considered 

“Desirable” 

 

 When all modes are 2, then “Essential” 

 

 When all modes are 3, then “Vital” 

 

 If Criterion 2 is mode 1 and criterion 3 is mode 2, then 

“Desirable” 

Decision Rules 
FSN AnalysisFSN Analysis  

•• It is based on the consumption pattern It is based on the consumption pattern 
of the items.of the items.  

•• It helps in controlling obsolescence.It helps in controlling obsolescence.  

•• The fast and slow moving classifications The fast and slow moving classifications 
help in arrangement of stock in stores help in arrangement of stock in stores 
and their distribution and handling and their distribution and handling 
methods.methods.  

•• Scrutiny of nonScrutiny of non--moving items is to be moving items is to be 
made to determine whether they could made to determine whether they could 
be used or be disposed off.be used or be disposed off.  
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HML AnalysisHML Analysis  

•• It is based on the cost per item.It is based on the cost per item.  

•• It helps in bringing controls over It helps in bringing controls over 
consumption at the departmental level.consumption at the departmental level.  

SDE AnalysisSDE Analysis  

•• It is based on availability of items.It is based on availability of items.  

•• S S ––  refers to Scarce items, especially refers to Scarce items, especially 
imported and those which are very much imported and those which are very much 
in short supply.in short supply.  

•• D D ––  are Difficult items which are are Difficult items which are 
procurable in market but not easily procurable in market but not easily 
available.available.  

•• E E ––  refers to easy items (easily available refers to easy items (easily available 
or local items).or local items).  

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR LEAD TIME 

 Lead Time (weeks) Probability for Lead Time 

 1 0.35 

 2 0.45 

 3 0.10 

 4 0.05 

 5 0.05 

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR DEMAND 

 Demand (units per week) Probability of Demand 

 10 0.10 

 13 0.20 

 18 0.40 

 23 0.20 

 26 0.10 

Lead Time and Demand Distributions 

www.researchgate.net/publication/282854100_7ME3A_Op

erations_Research_Inventory_Management 


